Beautiful Day
Graceful Gowns for Today's Brides

Metro Boston's Off-White Guide to Entertainment, Culture and Being First at the Open Bar
MARRIAGE IS A BIG STEP.

MONIQUE LHUILLIER
CORSET, LAMAY LEOTARD,
SKIRT AND SHOES,
MODELS OWN.
Taking the Leap

BOSTON BALLET'S KEENAN KAMPA REINTERPRETS THE CLASSIC WHITE GOWN.
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TRADITIONALLY, THE GROOM ISN’T SUPPOSED TO SEE THE DRESS BEFORE THE BIG DAY.

MONIQUE LHUILLIER DRESS, $6,144 AT LELITE. RINGS, $25 AND $470 AT CHANAY.COM. EARRINGS, MODELS OWN.
LOVE MAY BE BLIND, BUT A BEAUTIFUL DRESS IS A VISION.  

DRESS, $6,600, AND SASH, $320, AT VERA WANG.
BALLETS AND WEDDINGS HAVE A LOT IN COMMON: WHITE DRESSES AND BIG PRODUCTION VALUES.

REEM ACRAS DRESS, 5500 AT LIDO
Picking a dress is a lot easier than finding the right man for whom to wear it.

Dress, both at J.Crew.
EVERY BRIDE LOOKS PERFECT, BUT SOME ARE MORE SO.

ANGEL SANCHEZ DRESS, $6,050 AT ANGELSANCHEZUSA.COM.